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INTRODUCTION:
iPATTS is the application which will be used to keep track of user’s travel. This application will take
the input as start-point of travel, end-point of travel (School building, library, dining hall, Walmart
etc.) and time required to complete the travel along with dates. This can be fed using GPS or with
the help of maps. iPATTS, in future, will be used to design transportation services for the residents
and identify the travel behavior after analyzing the frequency and time of their travel. This
application requires to create an account only with Michigan tech email id. No other email ids are
allowed this makes sure there is not any intruder other than Michigan tech domain. Currently there
are options of adding trip and editing it. Downloading of travel data is also available. This application
is focused on maps of Michigan technological university’s campus more than any other area.
On the other side, scientists can have a separator account with administrator rights where they can
view all the data to analyze it. Users of this application are supposed to enter number of passengers
travelling with them in case of some mediums. The application can eliminate lengthy documentation
process by minimizing the need of filling out a National Household travel survey form:
(https://www.nationalhouseholdtravelsurvey.com/Content/site/files/NHTS_Travel_Log.pdf).
Application users are supposed to select the purpose of their trip as well. Scientists will be able to
do statistical analysis of travel pattern by accessing files on the web server.
This report is intended towards usability testing performed on general user’s page of this application
and not the scientists’ page.
Understanding user interface of the application will be necessary to understand the usability test
results. The domain of this application is “web”.
For more details refer to the link of undergraduate development team.
http://www.csl.mtu.edu/classes/cs4760/www/projects/s17/group5/www/
For using the application:
https://hci-dev.cs.mtu.edu:8115/iPatts/login/auth

TEST GOAL:
Usability testing of this application is inclined towards improving user experience and making the
application more interactive. It is not inclined towards criticizing development skills of development
team. Along with improving user experience, this testing is focused on finding bugs in all the features
provided. Participants in testing this application were encouraged to give constructive feedback
about this web-based application. These test goals are applicable to general account holders and not
administrators such as scientists.
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USER INTERFACE:

Fig.1: First look of application.

Above figure shows the first look of this application. Users are supposed to create an account using
“Sign-up” feature. If the already have an account they can directly “Log-in” using valid credentials.
“Sign-up” feature was full of different mandatory entries such as name, Michigan tech email,
password and its confirmation, gender, household size, occupation and availability of vehicle.
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Fig.2: Create account page.

Fig.3: Home page.
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Above figure shows the home page of iPATTS which has features like “ADD A TRIP”, “DOWNLOAD”
“FILTER”, “SHOW ALL” which were used by participants to check the availability and usability of this
application.

Fig.4: Create trip page.

This figure elaborates “ADD A TRIP” feature of this application. To complete a successful entry Trip
origin, Trip destination, Location coordinates, start time and date, end time and date, purpose of trip
and mode of transportation are required fields.

Fig.5: Download data.
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Above figure shows the “DOWNLOAD” features which downloads all the trip data of that user. It
shows all the fields and their corresponding values entered by user.

TEST DECRIPTION:
Usability testing was conducted in Library 307 on two different days of week on different timings.
Participants were from various backgrounds. Each participant was supposed to test all the features
according to test plan. They were given an hour to this task. Graduate consultant and undergraduate
development team’s member were present to witness this. Declaration form was signed by all the
participants. Application was described thoroughly to all the participants by the team. Later a general
pre-test questionnaire was given to participants followed by test scenario description and test cases.
After testing the application, post-test questionnaire and feedbacks were collected from all the
participants for analysis.

Fig.6: Development team attendance.
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TEST PLAN AND RESULTS:

PRE-TEST QUESTIONS:
1) Name of the participant:
2) Department:
3) Level of comfort while using a smartphone:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Not comfortable at all.
Somewhat comfortable.
Highly comfortable.
Proficient.

4) What is the operating system of smartphone?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Android (Specify version if known):
iOS (Specify version if known):
Windows (Specify version if known):
Other (Please specify):

5) Level of comfort while using a computer:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Not comfortable at all.
Somewhat comfortable.
Highly comfortable.
Proficient.

6) Level of interest in testing this application:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Not interested.
Somewhat interested.
Interested.
Highly interested.

7) Have you ever been a part of usability testing before?
a) Yes.
b) No.
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Declaration:
I am aware of the truthfulness of information that I am sharing and I am comfortable with usage of
this information for further studies, developments and feedbacks.
Signature.

Participants from diverse backgrounds were asked to test and rate this application. They were
undergrads as well as graduate students. Some of them belonged to computer science whereas
others were from mechanical engineering. All of them were highly comfortable or proficient while
using smartphones with android as an operating system and computers.

Fig.7: Pie chart of testing on computer versus smartphones.

Above figure shows percentage of testing done on computer and smartphones with total seven
participants. None of them were part of usability testing before and they were new to this process.
None of them shown disagreement on testing this application.
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Fig.8: Pie chart of level of interest in testing.
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TEST SCENARIO 1:
1) Test scenario name:
Sign-up, Log in and Log-out.
2) Test goals for the scenario:
Checking functioning of Sign up and Log in features and its security.
3) Quantitative measurement list:
a) Time taken by user to Sign-up and Log-in:
b) Allowed domains of email IDs:
c) Indication of mandatory inputs:
d) Feedback to user if mandatory inputs are not provided:
e) Strength of password feature provided? :
f) How many times user can enter incorrect password? :
g) Is “hint” provided by the system? :
h) Is an email sent to actual user on the registered email ID for failure in/unauthorized
access? :
i) Is “Forgot password” feature added? :
j) If yes is it working fine? :
k) Is option of help provided? :
l) How many accounts can be created with same email ID? :
m) How much time is required to find log out button and log out successfully? :
These test cases recorded that “Forget password” was not working fine. Hint feature was not
provided for password. User was not alerted for incorrect entry of password multiple times by
blocking the account or sending an alert message through email.
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Fig.9: Summary of quantitative measures for test scenario 1.

4) Scenario description:
Users of this application are required to have an account with Michigan tech email id to
post their trips for analysis. The basic steps in this application are sign-up, log-in and log
out. This test scenario will try to test these features thoroughly.
“Let us assume that participant wants to enter the trip. For this he/she needs to have an
account. For the test cases described above, participant will sign up to create new account,
enter the mandatory fields for first time and for second time mandatory fields are supposed
to left blank. Also, participant will try to exercise same email id for opening two different
accounts. After creating an account, participant will try to log in the system with same as
well as different credentials and will log out of the system.”
5) Task list:
For Sign-up:
a) Find a sign-up button.
b) Enter the information as required by the test scenario.
c) Create an account.
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For Log-in:
a) Locate a log-in button on screen.
b) Enter the credentials with the combinations as required by test scenario.
c) Log in the system.
d) Identify the home page of account.
For Log-out:
a) Find the log-out button the screen.
b) Log-out of account.
c) Identify the home page of application.
6) Qualitative measurement list:
a) Facial expressions while logging in the system: Normal for all the participants.
b) Facial expressions after logging is the system: Enthusiastic to use the application.
c) Response for home page of the system: 3 of seven asked for more interactive system.
d) Ease of use: Application was rated as simple and easy to use by all the 7 participants.
7) Potential observations of participants:
a) Reaction of participant on successful event: All of them were happy on successful event.
b) Reaction of participant on unsuccessful event: Many of them had patience while
handling unsuccessful event. Only one of seven was disappointed.
c) Feedback by the participant: All the participants provided constructive feedback which
is summarized in later part of this report.
d) Number of events when participant is prompted: All the participants were prompted for
the entry of “Household size”.

8) Test environment:
Test environment should have enough light to make the user comfortable and able to
concentrate on the objectives of the test.
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TEST SCENARIO 2:
1) Test scenario name:
Add a trip and filter
2) Test goals for the scenario:
Checking the working of all the fields associated with adding a new trip and filtering the
entries.
3) Quantitative measurement list:
a) Time taken to locate “Add trip” feature:
b) Was the operation of entering trip using maps successful? :
c) Limitation on dates that are allowed to add previous trips:
d) Was the feature of “use my current location” worked as expected? :
e) Were mandatory fields marked by asterisk? :
f) Message after skipping mandatory entry:
g) Functioning of filter when start date and end date were entered properly:
h) Functioning of filter when start date was the date coming after end date.:
i) Are numbers as well as letters allowed in the entry field of “number of people travelling
with you”? :
j) Is help feature provided? :
k) Is deletion of trips allowed? :
l) Minimum distance set as threshold to avoid walkable trips:
Results for all these questions are summarized in a table below.
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Fig.10: Summary of quantitative measures for test scenario 2.

4) Scenario description:
The user will now try to enter a trip, download the history of trips and use the filter feature.
“User will go to his/her home page using valid credentials. He/she will try to add new trip
with co-ordinates entered manually, picked up from map and by using the feature ‘use my
current location. User will try to download the drip data. User will enter the dates of trip in
correct format as well as incorrect format. User will check the working of filters provided.
User now intentionally will try to add a trip dated 20 years back. Mandatory fields will be
checked. User will try to delete the entered trip. After this, user will log out.”

5) Task list:
For adding a trip:
a) Locate the featured button.
b) Click on it to open the new window.
c) Fill out the form as required by test scenario.
d) Create multiple trips to check the working of download trip data feature.
e) Use the filter to check out its operation.
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6) Qualitative measurement list:
a) Facial expressions while adding the trip: Normal for all the participants.
b) Facial expressions after adding the trip: Enthusiastic to use the application.
c) Response for home page of the system: 2 of seven asked for more interactive system.
d) Ease of use: Application was rated as simple and easy to use by all the 7 participants.
7) Potential observations of participants:
a) Reaction of participant on successful event: All of them were happy on successful event.
b) Reaction of participant on unsuccessful event: Many of them had patience while
handling unsuccessful event. Only one of seven was disappointed.
c) Feedback by the participant: All the participants provided constructive feedback which
is summarized in later part of this report.
d) Number of events when participant was prompted: All the participants required help
while using filter feature.
8) Test environment:
Test environment should have enough light to make the user comfortable and able to
concentrate on the objectives of the test.

TEST SCENARIO 3:
1) Test scenario name:
Edit trip and download the data
2) Test goals for the scenario:
Checking the working of all the fields associated with editing the trip and downloading trip
data.
3) Quantitative measurement list:
a) Time taken to figure out how to edit a trip: 0.5-3.5 minutes
b) Was the operation of editing trip using maps successful? : YES
c) Was the feature of “use my current location” worked as expected? : YES
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d) Were mandatory fields marked by asterisk? : NO

e) Was the meaning of “Download” understood? : 5 out of 7 participants identified its
meaning.
f) Was file download successful? : YES.
g) Was the format of file downloaded supported by all the user devices? : Users of ‘Firefox’
and ‘Internet explorer’ found difficult to identify the file type.
h) Was the view all feature working? : YES (Not arranged properly).

Fig.11: Bar chart for time to locate the “Edit trip”.

4) Scenario Description:
The user is supposed to edit the trip he/she previously added because he/she has entered
incorrect information. After editing this trip, user is supposed to download the travel history
of all the past trips and check if it is correct or not.
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5) Task List:
For editing trip,
a) Identify how to edit a trip.
b) Try to edit a trip.
c) Check if it is successful.
For downloading the history,
a) Identify how to download the travel history.
b) Download the travel history.
c) Check if it is correct.
6) Qualitative measurement list:
a) Facial expressions while editing the trip: Normal for all the participants.
b) Facial expressions after editing the trip: Enthusiastic to use the application.
c) Response for Download page of the system: All of them were okay with it.

d) Ease of use: Editing a trip could not be identified by all of them since separate tab is not
provided. Downloading a trip was easy to use according to all of them.
7) Potential observations of participants:
a) Reaction of participant on successful event: All of them were happy on successful event.
b) Reaction of participant on unsuccessful event: Many of them had patience while
handling unsuccessful event. Only one of seven was disappointed.
c) Feedback by the participant: All the participants provided constructive feedback which
is summarized in later part of this report.
d) Number of events when participant was prompted: All the participants required help
while editing a trip.
8) Test environment:
Test environment should have enough light to make the user comfortable and able to
concentrate on the objectives of the test.
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POST-TEST QUESTIONNAIRE:
a) Rate the interface of application on a scale of 5.0. (5.0 being great and 0.0 being not
good):
b) Was the process of signing up, logging in and out time consuming and boring?
c)

Do you feel like making this process more interactive?

d) Additional suggestions if any: This question is elaborated in separate part of this report.
None of the users found this process time consuming and boring. Following figure shows user’s
response for UI of this personal activity travel tracking system.

Fig.12: Rating for UI on a scale of 5.
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Fig.13: Poll for need of more interaction.
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FEEDBACKS AND SUGGESTIONS FROM PARTICIPANTS:
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

Around 30% of the users suggested to implement new design.
70% of the users think there should be more interactive features.
Almost all the users suggested to have separate tab for filters.
All of the users found editing trip confusing and suggested to have another tab for it.
One of the suggestion is to integrate application with google maps and google calendar.
Trips without destination should not be added to the lists.
Auto-fill feature should be added.
Downloaded history must have dates of trips and day of the week when trip occurred.

CONCLUSION:
Application for personal activity travel tracking system was easy to use. Process associated with it
was simple. No obscure terms were identified throughout the application. Process is not time
consuming. Participants were excited to use this this application and found lot of future scope for it.
Text format and sizing of images throughout the application was well maintained. It was easy to
navigate through application. Along with these positives there is some scope for development of this
application making it more user friendly.
Cross-browser testing is highly recommended. Size of maps on the screen should be reduced in order
to make scrolling on screen easy. Edit trip and filter features should be provided under separate tabs
to reduce the confusion. Downloaded data was not shown properly sometimes and for Internet
Explorer and Firefox browsers. Date formats should be specified for all the browsers. For Signing up
all the email domains are allowed (e.g. gmail.com, yahoo.com, hotmail.com etc.) which should not
be the case. Only Michigan tech email ids should be allowed for signing up. Application should be
made stronger to identify input date and time sequences correctly (e.g. start date and start has to
be the date and time before end date and end time). More than half of the users were confused with
the term “Household size”. More description about this feature should be provided. There is no
‘Help’ feature throughout this application which should be added for enhancing user experience.
While choosing the password for account users should be advised not to use MTU ISO password for
security reasons. If user wants to delete the current account, no such provision is provided.
Sometimes using ‘back’ button of browser caused crashing of application. This part should be
checked and redesigned if needed. When data was downloaded, default input for number of
passengers was ‘null’ which should be kept as ‘zero’. There is violation of usability principle of
“Keeping the user in the loop”. User should be fed back for all the activities viz. successful event,
completion of editing trip etc.
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APPENDIX A:
Attendance of participants.
App:

iPATTS

App
Description:

Travel
tracking

UX Expert
Name:

Abhishek
Umachigi

Participant
Day of Week Date

Time Location Name

Please fill in your name, email and
course to reserve a testing time.
Email

Course

Attended

Friday

3-4
4/14/2017 PM

Library
307

Andrew
Peters

awpeters@mtu.edu

CS 2321 YES

Friday

4-5
4/14/2017 PM

Library
307

Mitchell
Eckstrand

mfeckstr@mtu.edu

CS 1122 YES

Saturday

2-3
4/15/2017 PM

Library
307

Earl Sain

ewsain@mtu.edu

CS1122

YES

Saturday

3-4
4/15/2017 PM

Library
307

Emily Boik

erboik@mtu.edu

CS1122

YES

Saturday

4-5
4/15/2017 PM

Library
307

Kaitlyn Ahmu kiahmu@mtu.edu

CS1122

YES

Saturday

5-6
4/15/2017 PM

Library
307

Ethan
Laytner

eklaytne@mtu.edu

CS2321

YES

Friday

4-5
4/14/2017 PM

Library
307

Abhishek
Patil

arpatil1@mtu.edu

MEEM
Grad

YES

Saturday

4-5
4/15/2017 PM

Library
307

Shrishanth
Shetty

srshetty@mtu.edu

MEEM
Grad

YES

App:

iPATTS
Fig.14: Participants’ attendance.
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APPENDIX B:
Bug report form.
Sr.

Bug ID

Bug Name

Bug Location

1.

S1-01

Multiple
accounts

Sign-up/Login

2.

S2-01

Date and
time
sequence

Add trip/filter

3.

S2-02

Date

Filter

4.

S1-02

Log-in

5.

S3-01

Forget
Password
Download

Home page

6.

S3-02

View all

Home page

7.

S2-03

Mandatory
fields

Add trip

8.

S2-04

Coordinates

Add trip

Bug
Description
Multiple
accounts with
same email id
were created.
Incorrect
sequence
shows error
page instead
of message of
invalid entry.
Incomplete
dates led to
error page
than message
of invalid
entry.
Does not
work.
Downloaded
data was not
shown.
Trips entered
were not
arranged by
dates
These fields
are not
marked
separately.
Trip was
created for 00 coordinates
and even for
same
coordinates
of source and
destination.

Fig.15: Bug report form.
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Bug
Occurrence
Common

Severity of
Bug
High

Specific to
browsers

High

Common

Moderate

Common

High

Specific to
browser

Moderate

Common

Low

Common

Moderate

Common

Low

APPENDIX C:
Pictures of usability testing.
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